HOW TO CUT FABRIC FOR N95 FACE MASK COVER
Note: this is to cut enough for 10 face mask covers (for production processing)

1. STRAPS:
   a. Start by cutting a 34" long rectangle off the bolt (assuming bolt is 45")
   b. After you cut the length from the bolt, fold it in half
   c. Then lay your ruler down and cut 10 STRIPS that are 2in wide.
2. OUTER COVER: layout your fabric and use the cover pattern to cut enough for 10 mask covers.
3. INNER LINER: layout your fabric and use the liner pattern to cut enough for 10 liners.

Check your scale, bottom line is 5.25" after printing
INSTRUCTIONS FOR N95 FACE MASK COVER

These N95 Mask Covers will be used to prolong the use of the N95 masks required for use in the Taylor Regional Hospital personnel.

TO SEW THE MASK COVER:

1. Start with right sides together on the mask cover and serge or zigzag (1/4” seam allowance) on the curves at the front center of the mask then repeat with the inner liner... you can chain these together as you sew and just clip to separate at the end.

2. Then move to a straight stich and topstitch the front center seam of the mask cover and the inner liner, again these can be chain stitched, (push the serged seam allowance you just created to the right)

3. From each end of the strap pieces, fold right sides together and straight stich ¼” in from each end, once again chain stich these to make the process easier.

4. Next you will serge/zigzag the left and right sides of the inner liner.

5. We are now going to assemble the cover and the liner right sides together and serge the top curved seam first and then the bottom straight seam.
6. Now turn fabric right side out. Be sure the liner side is facing up, then top stich along the edge of the mask starting with the bottom straight edge.

7. Measure your straps 12” from the edge and make a small cut to mark it, now you will serge along the strap up to the “cut” mark, and lay your mask with the straight bottom edge of the mask facing away from you, and the side edge of the cover will lay underneath the strap and you will continue serging the strap all the way down to the end of the strap.

8. To attach the next strap you will again mark up 12’ and make a small “cut”, serge the strap up to the cut mark, again make sure the bottom straight edge of your mask is facing away from you, BUT this time lay the side edge of the cover on top of the strap and continue serging to the end.

9. Lastly, you roll the strap seam into itself to cover the serge and top stitch it down.

A full video tutorial on how to cut and sew these covers is on our You Tube channel Here: https://youtu.be/9QP_CMZKI2U